Evaluation of EC50 of factor VIII as predictor of prophylaxis efficacy in patients with severe haemophilia A.
Trough factor (F) VIII level is a not reliable bleeding risk indicator to predict prophylaxis efficacy in severe haemophilia A (SHA), therefore, accurate biomarkers are much needed. Thrombelastography (TEG) monitors both thrombin and clot formation addressing the global haemostatic status but its usefulness to tailor prophylaxis in haemophilia has been poorly evaluated. In this study, correspondence between individual pharmacodynamic/pharmacokinetic profile of FVIII and joint condition, physical activity and bleeding phenotype of SHA patients under prophylactic treatment was assessed. Nineteen SHA patients < 18 years old on long-term prophylaxis treatment with FVIII were studied in an observational cross-sectional study. Whole blood was withdrawn before FVIII administration and at five time-points after infusion for a TEG-based pharmacodynamic- and pharmacokinetic-study. Type of prophylaxis and joint condition at inclusion and physical activity as well as onset of treated spontaneous bleeding events in the previous two years were retrospectively assessed. Six patients had suffered at least one treated spontaneous bleeding event and were named as "bleeders". The rest were named as "non-bleeders". Only the half maximal effective concentration of FVIII (FVIII-EC50) for TEG parameters R-time, K-time and α-angle correlated with the bleeding phenotype being significantly higher in bleeders suggestive of a poorer response to FVIII. Poorer joint condition, trough FVIII levels or type of prophylaxis were not definitive predicting variables of bleeding phenotype. In conclusion, this study reveals FVIII-EC50 for the first time as a valuable biomarker to anticipate individual efficacy of prophylaxis in SHA.